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DIALECTICAL WRESTLE OF CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS FOR
WOMEN AND THE CUSTOM OF BRIDE PRICE IN UGANDA:
THE CASE OF MIFUMI

(U)

LTD V THE ATTORNEY GENERAL

(CONSTITUTIONAL PETITION

No. 12

OF

2007)

-EdrineWanyama

METHODOWGY

This paper is primarily conducted by way of desk-top reviews drawn from
consultation of both primary and secondary data. The triangulation ofliterarure
includes the relevant international human righrs instruments, treaties and
conventions. Other relevant documentation relevant to the subject at the
national, regional and International levels is consulted. Case law applicable to
the subject of this paper was also consulted by the author. In limited cases, the
author used interviews to gather certain information for purposes of bridging
information gaps.
INTRODUCTION

Dowry and bride price have different meanings, and they denote different
aspects of pre-spousal arrangements in different jurisdictions. In Uganda and
in most, if not all, Mrican countries, it is bride price paid by the man who
intends to marry, to the family of the woman that he intends to marry, while in
other jurisdictions, like the Asian continent China and India, it is the woman
who pays dowry to the family of the man she intends to get married to. The
implication in this is that there arc variations in the different jurisdictions
as to what would form grounds for regarding one sex as lower or higher in
status from the other. Surprisingly, in Asian states, one still finds that while
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the woman pays dowry to the man's family, women are still accorded a lower
status in sociery than their male counterparts.'
Worse still, it is noted that, in India, a total of 8,233 women were killed in
2012 due to disputes over dowry payments given by the bride's family to the
groom or his family.' As if that is not enough, it is on record that one woman
dies every hour in India because of dowry-related disputes.' Despite the rate of
dowry crime, the rate of conviction is only at 32 percent.' The problems that
come with bride price and dowry are, therefore, multifacete with a number of
reasons. These include high levels of poverry, holding onto traditional beliefS and
weak government policies and roles.
According to Black's Law Dictionary, 'dowry' means money, goods, or property
that a woman brings to her husband in marriage,S while 'bride price,' according
to the Concise Oxford English Dictionary, refers to a payment made to a bride's
family by that of the groom. 6 In the MIFUMI case, the hon rable justices note
that bride price is not a converse of dowry, and the reverse is true. 7 The evidence
seems to lie in the fact that in the Twentieth Century, dowry payments in South
Asia have increasingly been demanded by and paid to the groom's family (and

For instance , it is on record that in India, despite having brought with her the mandatory
dowry at the time of marriage, the bride was subjected co inhuman treatment. Rah ul Bedi,
"Indian Dowry Deaths on the Rise," The Telegraph, available at h ttp://www,telegraF,b.
co. uk! news/worldnewsl asialindia/91 0864 2/1ndian -dowry-deaths-on-thc-risc.html (asl
seen on 711212013)

2

National Crime Records Bureau , Ministry of Home Affairs, India. Available at http: //
ncrb.nic.in/. Figures at a glance available at http://ncrb.nic.in /CD-CII20 12/cii-2012/
figure%20at%20a%20glance.pdf (last visited on 7/ 1212013). The trend of dowry in India
has been alarming, and yet the problem continues [0 be unresolved. In 2010, 83 91 dowry
death cases were reponed in India , whereas in 2007. the figure was 8093 dow ry deaths.

3

Interview by DeutsheWelle with RanjanaKumari. Direc[Qr, Center for Social Research.
turn~d into a comm(rcial transaction. Available at hnp:/Iwww.dw.de/dowO.p
has-tumed-into-apcommercialptransaction /a-1 7077 584 (last visited on Dec. 72013)

Dowry haJ

4

Jd.

5

BU.CK'S

6

Sf( also Nathan Nunn, A Model Explajning Simultan(oUJ Paymmts ofa Dowry and Brid(p
Prict 2 (Preliminary Draft) availabk at http://www.economics.harvard.edu/f.tcul lq'/ nunn/
filesl dowries.pdf.
Constitutional Petition No. 12 of 2007 (Uganda)

7

LAw DICTIONARY 566 (Bryan A. G arner ed. , 9" ed. 2009)
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not just to the bride or the wedded couple) ' Indeed, in the presen t, people
tend to use the twO words interchangeably, so that one can use either for the
other, and there is no penalty.' For, as such, bride price and dowty need not
be mutually exclusive, and marriage transfers in both directions can occur
simultaneously. A complex set of norms may then govern the nature and the
magnitude of payments in either direction. ' 0
History and evolution has shown that dowry and bride price are twO distinct
terms to which we must stick. Thus while we can use them in making
comparisons or in contrasting their primary purposes, they cannot be literally
changed to mean the same thing. It follows that interpretation must made in
simple and clear terms that confusion or the likelihood of confusion would not
arise. Henceforth , to use the terms "dowry" and "bride price" interchangeably
would be to cause confusion for both the present and future generations.
Despite the inttoduction relating to dowry and bride price, it is a great threat to
the global recognition of women's rights. For instance, in most of the South Asian
states, dowry has been outlawed, but it remains a strongly grounded practice. Strong
patriarchal setring and patriarchal values, coupled with the continuous devaluation
ofwomen, have continued to reduce women from human status. As such, traditional
beliefS remain sttong, and there is a common perception that women become the
property of their husbands afrer marriage and that they are an economic burden
for their husband; so, the practice of dowry remains endemic. " The problem of
domestic violence in association with dowry and bride price is such a big ptoblem
that domestic and international efforts are required to counter it.

INTERNATIO NAL PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS FOR WOMEN
Human rights are rights inherent ro all human beings, whatever our nationality,
place of residence, sex, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, language or any
8

Sudeshna Maitra, Dowry and Bride Price. Prepared for the International Encyclopedia of the
Social Sciences 2 (2°'ed .) availabkathttp://dept.econ .yorku .cal-smaitraiS Maitra lESS.

ru!f
9

Ibid.

10

M.

11

Supra note 3.
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other status. We are all equally entitled to our human rights without discrimination.
These rights are all interrelated, interdependent and indivisible." Universal human
righ ts are otten expressed and guaranteed by law in the form of"treaties, customary
international law, general principles and other sources of international law.
International human rights law lays down obligations of Governments to act in
certain ways or to refrain from certain acts, in order to promote and protect human
righ ts and fundamental freedoms of individuals or groupS.l3lt is important to note
that human rights are universal and inalienable, interdependent and indivisible and
are equal and non-discriminarory. Human rights further impose certain duties and
obligations on states and individuals. As such, states assume obligations and duties
under international law to respect, to protect and to fulfil human rights.
H uman Rights have finding in the Charter of the United Nations of 1945. They
were later arti culated in 1948 in the United Nations' Unive rsal Declaration of
H uman Rights (UDHR) . Following the horrific experiences of the H olocaust
and World War II, and amid the grinding poverry of much of the world's
population, many people so ught to create a document that would capture the
hopes, aspirations, and protections ro which every person in the world was
entitled and ensure that the future of humankind would be different. I '
After the adoption and entry into force of the UDHR, the International
Covenant on Economic Social and Cultural Rights of 1%6 (ICESC R) and
the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights f 1966 (ICCPR)
were adopted by states parties and, as such, entered into force. 15 The three
instr uments form the International Bill of H uman Rights. In accorda nce with
the Universal Declaration, the Covenants recognize that " ... the ideal offree
human beings enjoying civil and political freedom and freedom from fear
and want can be achieved only if conditions are created whereby everyone
12

"What are human rights'" Availabi_ athttp://www.ohchr.org/ENllssues/PageslWhat
are HumanRights.aspx (last visited on Dec. 72013)

13

Id.

14

What Arc Human Rights? Available a/htl :llwww .umn.c Ihumanns/edumat /
hrcduse ries/hereandnow/Parc-l /whatare.htm last visite on Dec. 72013).

15

Summary ofICCPR and ICESCR; Availabkat hnp:lleycb.coe.inticompass/cn/pdf/6 4.
oM (last visited on Dec. 72013)
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may enjoy his civil and political rights, as well as his economic, social and
cultural rights. "'6
Over time, women were, however, discriminated against, and they did not get equal
rights with men. To this end, the United Nations Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) was adopted in 1979.
In 1993,45 years after the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted,
and eight years after CEDAW entered into force, the UN World Conference on
Human Rights in Vienna confirmed that women's rights were human rights. "
The CEDAW which has been ratified by over 180 states defines the right ofwomen
to be free from discrimination and sets the core principles to protect this right. It
establishes an agenda for national action to end discrimination and provides the basis
for achieving equality between men and women through ensuring women's equal
access to, and equal opportunities in, political and public life as well as education,
health and employment." CEDAW is the only human rights treaty that affirms
the reproductive rights of women." The CEDAW also has an Optional Protocol
which establishes procedures for individual complaints on alleged violations of
the Convention by State parties; it also has an inquiry procedure that allows the
Committee to conduct inquiries into serious and systematic abuses of women's
human rights in countries. So far, the ProtOcol has been ratified by 71 States.'·
In line with the human rights instruments above and in the desire to attain the
above, in 1994, the International Conference on Population and Development
in Cairo (ICPD) articulated and affirmed the relationship between advancement
and fulfillment of rights and gender equaliry and equiry. " It also clarified the
concepts of women's empowerment, gender equity, and reproductive health and

16
17
18

19
20
21

!d.
The Human Righ(s of Women; available at http: //www.unfpa.orglrights/women.hlm
(last seen on 7/12/2013)

!d.
Jd.
Jd.
!d.
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rights." The Programme ofAction ofICPD asserted that the empowerment and
auronomyofwomen and the improvement of their political, social, economic
and health status was a highly important end in itself, as well as essential for
the achievement of sustainable development."
In 1995, the Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing generated global
commitments ro advance a wider range of women's rights." The inclusion of
\
gender equality and women's empowerment as one of the eight M illennium
Development Goals was a reminder that many of those promises have yet ro
be kept. It also represents a critical opportunity ro implement those promises."
Despite the recognition of women's rights in the above states from the
International perspective, violation of the rights of women continues, and, as
such, UNFPA observes that: Over half a million women continue ro die each
year from pregnancy and childbirth-related causes; and, rates of H IV infection
among women are rapidly increasing. Among those, young wo en of 15-24 years
of age now constitute the majority of those newly infected, in part because of
their economic and social vulnerability. Gender-based violence kills and disables
as many women between the ages of 15 and 44 as cancer. More often than not,
perpetrators go unpunished; Worldwide, women are twice as likely as men to
be illiterate. As a consequence of their working conditions and characteristics, a
disproportionate number of women are impoverished in both developing and
developed countries. Despite some progress in women's wages in the 1990s,
women still earn less than men, even for similar kinds of work, and many of the
countries that have ratified CEDAW still have discriminato ry laws governing
marriage, land, property and inheritance.'6
While progress has been made in so me areas, many of the challenges and
obstacles identified in 1995 still remain. In addition, the new challenges
22

23
24
2S
26

!d.
!d

Id
!d
Id
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for women's empowerment and gender equality mat have emerged over the
past decade. such as the feminization of the AIDS epidemic. feminization of
migration and increase of trafficking in women need to be more effectively
addressed."
In Africa. where women's rights are fundamentally abused. the states
Parties of me African Union on July II. 2003. adopted the Prorocol to the
African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights on the rights of Women in
Africa(Maputo Protocol) in Mozambique." The protocol entered into force
in November 2005 after 15 of the 53 African Union Member States ratified
it." The protocol. among others. requires African governments to eliminate all
forms of discrimination and violence against women in Africa. and to promote
equality berween men and women. Member States are obliged to integrate a
gender perspective in their policy decisions. legislation. development plans.
and activities. and to ensure the overall wellbeing of women. 30
In Summary. the main articles of the Maputo Protocol include the Elimination
of Discrimination against Women; Right to dignity; Right to life. Integrity
and securiry of the person; Elimination of harmful practices [especially Female
Genital Mutilation (FGM) and other traditional practices that are harmful to
women]; Marriage. separation. divorce and annulment of marriage; Access
to justice and equal protection before the law; Right to Participation in the
Political and Decision-Making Process; Right to Peace; Protection of Women
in Armed Conflicts; Right to Education and Training; Economic and Social
Welfare Rights; Health and Reproductive Rights; Right to Food Security;
Right to Adequate Housing; Right to Positive Cultural Context; Right to a
Healthy and Sustainable Environment; Right to Sustainable Development;

27
28

!d.
AFRICA: Maputo Protocol, availabk at hnp: llwww.makeever:ywo mancount,org/ index.
php?option - corn co ntem&id=8 92:afrjca-maputO-protOcol&ltemid-146 (last visited on

Dec. 72013)
29
30

Id.
Id.
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Widows' Rights; Right to Inheritance; Special Protection of Elderly Women;
Special Protection of Worn en with Disabilities; Special Protection of Worn en
in Distress; and Remedies.'!

It follows that the need to continually advocate for women rights is not only
necessary, but important. All society actions or practices that suppress rights of
women should be resisted and, where possible, totally eliminated fro m society.
States also need to proactively engage in all programmes that aim at striking
a balance between the rights of men and the rights of women. To that end,
programmes that support recognition and enforcement of hum an rights should
be supported by government. The support should be in both the economic and
political fields. If carried on as such, women shall realize their full potential,
and human rights will be enjoyed equally by every person, irrespective of sex,
creed, religion or any other form of discrimination .

THE CASE OF MIFUMI (U) LTD. v. mEATTORNEYGENERALAND
ANOmER

MIFUMI (U) Ltd & 12 others v. The Attorney General and Another, (hereinafter
referred to as "the case"), was brought under Article 2 (I) and (2), 137 (3), 93
(a) and (d) of the Constitution of the Republic of Uganda and Rule 3 of the
Constitutional Court (Petitions and References Rules Statu rory Instrument
No. 91 of 2009." The first petitioner (MIFUMI) is a Non -Governmental
Organization and women's rights agency whose mission is inter alia ro protect
women and help them attain fundamental human rights. 33 Other petitioners
appeared in individual capacities.
The petition was brought before the Constitutional Co t challenging the
constitutionality of the customary practice of demand for, and payment of,

31

Id.

32

MIFUMI (U) Ltd & 12 others v. the Attorney General and Anotherhttl':lIwww.ulii .org/
ug/ judgmcm /consrj[Utional-court/20 I0/2.

33

Mifumi , http://www.mifumi.orglindex.php?prgm=mifumi-home2#coll (last visited on
Nov. 28201 2)
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bride price. 34 Their allegations were based on the reasoning that bride price
as a condition precedent to a marriage and that demand for, and payment of,
bride price as a condition precedent to dissolution of marriage are contrary to
equality between men and women and, thereby, give women a status lower than
that of men .)S As such, they sought that the customary practice be declared
demeaning to women and therefore unconstitutional. They also alleged that
all matters related to such practices are a violation of the binding International
Human Rights laws, conventions and treaties .
The petitioners as such wanted to have declarations from the court declaring
among others that: the custom and practice of demand and payment of bride
price as a condition sine qua non of a valid customary marriage and refund of
bride price as a condition for a valid dissolution of a customary marriage are
unconstitutional, in as far as they interfere with Article 31 (I) of the Constitution
which provides for free consent of the parties to a marriage.
They further sought for a declaration that payment of bride price leads to
treatment of women as mere possessions, and thus perpetuates conditions of
inequality between men and women prohibited by Article 21(1), (2) which
provides for equality of all persons before and under the law. Further justification
for filing of the case was that the demand for bride price by parents of the
bride from prospective sons-in-law, in as much as it portrays the woman as
an article in a market for sale, amounts to degrading treatment, prohibited by
34

The Constitutional Court of Uganda is established under Article 137 of the Consritmion
of the Republic of Uganda, 1995. The Const itutional Court consiscs of five justices and
handles all matters, issues or cases co ncerning the interpretation of the Constitution. It
sits as a reconstituted court of Appeal. hs decisions are on open for appeal to the Supreme
Coun of Uganda when (he petitioner or the respondent is not content with its decision.

35

According m MIFUMI, the payment of bride price reduces a woman's status to that of
property, so that she is not emitled to own anything in the home. If the relationship is
violent and she is attempting to leave, culture demands that she returns the bride price
paid for her, yet she cannot afford the refund since she cannOt own any properry. Bride
price is a critica l issue of our time because the majority of poor people in Africa are
subject to customary law whose main tenet is the subo rdinate position of women, and
nowhere is this more apparem than in marriage. This subordination is underscored by
the practice of bride price, and yet marriage is the primary site for women's struggle for
self determination and equality. See http://www.mifum i.org/ ind ex .php?prgm -mifumi-

home2#col3 (last visited on Oct. 282012).
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the Constitution of Uganda in Article 24 which guarantees that every person
shall be treated with dignity.
The specific issues were agreed upon by the petitioners, and respondents were
eight in number and inter alia, the issues were based on whether there was need
for constitutional interpretation ; whether practices of bride price are judicially
nOticed so that they would require no further proof; whether bride price means
different things in the cultures of Uganda, and whether all the practices related
to bride price are so contrary ro human rights provisions in the constitution of
Uganda that the whole practice should be declared unconstitutional.

Judicial Notice and the Judgment in Mifumi
Judicial notice is of the essence that particular matters are known by everybody;
like judges would know that if you take certain quanti ties of alcohol or do drugs,
you can get intoxicated. This denotes the things that are so known that it is
common knowledge, that there is no justification for denial of the inference
they intend to put forth % One cannot assume that judges are so ignorant
that they won't know what everybody else knows. It is what the judges see or
the liberty accorded a judicial officer acting as such to recognize the existence
or non-existence of certain facts or phenomena without calling for evidence."
Section 55 of the Evidence Act is not any different in as far as it provides that:
"No fact of which the court will take judicial notice need be proved"."
The argument of the justices that the custom of bride price had to be proved in
relation to a particular community where it is known or practiced was not totally
convincing. Although bride price may have different meanings in Uganda,
the practices in their difference do not vitiate the fact that the practices are so
notorious in Uganda. Indeed, I totally agree with the dissenting judgment of
Twinomujuni JA in holding that the other justices ought to have had notice of

36 Availabk atlmp:llkenyalawresourcecenter.blogspol.com/20111071!udicial-notice.html
(last visited on Oct. 302012).
37 !d.
38 The Evidence Act, Chapter 6 of the Laws of Uganda.
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the fact that bride price as alleged in the petition is so notorious that it has to
be judiciary noticed. Bride price in the different forms of practice in Uganda
is as old as the history of Uganda itself. I assert that it is one of the notorious
practices of which every Ugandan has knowledge. It indeed runs in the veins
and minds of Ugandans, just like the common wells from which Ugandans
dtink their water are known.
The issue as to practice of the custom in the issue of bride price could have been
resolved on technicalities which find grounding in the law. It would follow that
litigants need to be very comprehensive when it comes to litigation, since the
law does not aid carelessness. It calls for vigilance; as one of the equity doctrines
goes, equity aids the vigilant. Vigilance should, nevertheless, be used to serve
the interests of a common good as opposed to individual interests.
Sharpness of a Ugandan seeking to enforce a particular law or to bring forth
the recognition of a particular fact would be to invoke article 126 (2) (e) of
the Constitution of the Republic ofUganda. 39 To the contrary, this article has
been overly used to give procedure the dominating influence, instead of making
it subservient to substantive law.'· This means that, even then, court has the
discretion to throw out a case on the technicality of procedural omissions. We
cannot contend that the judge was totally wrong, neither can we say that the
petitioners were wrong in bringing the petition, but the facts seem to prove
that, while the judges could have desired specific proof of the custom for it to
be judicially noticed, there was no such avenue as to convince the judges that
there was grounding for a judicial notice of such custom. The lawyers and
other litigants have to fasten the noose of justice, lest the goals for justice face
frustration in the wake of manageable barriers to justice. Lawyers and litigants

39

CONSTITUTION OF REp UBLIC OF UGANDA, art. 126 (2) (e) stares that; In adjudicating
cases of both a civil and criminal nature, the courts shall, subject (Q the law, apply the
following principles - substantive justice shall be adminisrcred without undue regard to
technicalities. Availabk at http://www.wipo.int /dea/docs new/pdflcn/ ug/ugll02en.pdf.

40

Mohmcd Mbabazi, The Court Jurisprudtnct on the Inurpretation and Application of Artick
126(2) (,) of th, 1995 Constitution: A cas, for th, Dmcration of th, N rw Constitution.

Availabk at fatp: / /www.scribd.com/doc/ l 0989431B IDesecration-of-New-Constitution~
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must therefore look into each and every detail of issues raised in courts or
tribunals and. articulate them with eloquence together with authorities' backup if justice is to be realized.

THE CONSTITUTION AND BRIDE PRICE OR DOWRY
In Uganda. as the honorable justices recognize. bride price is more ou tstanding
as compared to other jurisdictions like the Asian jurisdictions where families
of the gtoom have increasingly demanded for dowry from the bride. Points in
contention show that bride price payments have been of increasing debate and
that they form justification for the petition that was btought y MIFUMI. The
Uganda constitution. in the circumstances. is of course the avenue for a solution.
The constitution of the Republic of Uganda. 1995. has a whole chapter on
the protection and promotion of fundamental human rights and freedoms' I
Article 2 of the constitution provides that the constitution is the supreme law
of the land and. inter alia. any law or custom that is incons stent wi th any of
the Constitution shall. to the extent of the inconsistency. be void. Further.
article 37 provides that every person has a right as applicable to belong to.
enjoy. practice. profess. maintain and promote any culture. cultu ral institution.
language. tradition. creed or religion in community with others. This means
that. in as far as the members of a particular society or com unity recognize
a specific custom. they are free to practice such a custom. It would the refore
hold water for one to state that dowry or bride price is part of the customary
practices that societies perform peacefully without infringing on any other
person's rights.
However. the challenge lies in the way it is done. In the case at hand. the issues
raised require a lot of debate as to what the true status ofwomelt is when it comes
to bride price payments. Under the constitution. marriage shall be entered into
with the free consent of the man and woman intending to marty." Further.
laws. cultures. customs or traditions which are against the dignity. welfare. or
41

S(t,

42

THE CONSTITlITlON OF THE REpUBLIC OF UGAN DA, art. 3 1

CONSTITUTION OF REpUBLIC OF UGANDA,

50

art. 20 - 58
(3),
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interest of women, or which undermine their status are prohibited." It is also
a requirement that no person shall be subjected to any form of torture or cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment"
From the above, the judges correctly note that the above provisions on equality
and enjoyment of human rights are very significant in as far as they provide for
the protection of women. They also recognize that bride price reduces women
to mere equivalents of money or property and that such seems to undermine
their status. However, they go on and hold to the contrary that:
".. . the culturalpractice ofbride price, the payment ofa sum ofmoney
or property by the prospective son-in-law to the parents ofthe prospective
bride as a condition precedent to a lawfol customary marriage, is not
barred by the Constitution. It is not per se unconstitutional The
Constitt,tion does not prohibit a voluntary. mutual agreement between
a bride and a groom to enter into the bride price arrangement. A man
and a woman have the constitutional right to so choose the bride price
option as the way they wish to get married. '>/5
The absurdity lies in the fact that the judges agree that the customary practice of
the husband demanding a refund of the bride price in the event of dissolution
of the marriage demeans and undermines the digni ty of a woman and is in
violation of article 33(6) of the Constitution. 46
They further hold that such demand violates a woman's entitlement to equal
rights with the man in marriage, during marriage, and at its dissolution Y Their
further judgment flows as:
"... a refond demand foils to honor the wifl's unique and valuable
contributt'ons to a marriage. A woman's contributions in a marriage cannot
be equated to any sum of money or property. and any refond violates a
woman's constitutional right to be an equal co-partner to the man. '>/'
43
44

!d Ar!.33 (6).
!d Art. 24.

45

Per rhe Hon. Deputy Chiefjusrice L.E.M Mukasa Kikonyogo wirh rhe orher mree judges,
Hon jusrice A.E.N. Mpagi Bahigeine, jA, Hon. justice A. Byamugisha, jA, and Hon.
Justice S.B.K. Kavuma. JA concurring wich his judgment.

46

!d

47

ThE CONSTITUTION OF THE REpUBLIC OF UGANDA,

48 Supra nore 45.
51

Arr.3l (I).
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With the recognition of the aforesaid, they go on and hold that an aggrieved
party has a remedy under article 50 of the co nstitution." And that, as such,
the action as alleged did not matter. Concentration was rath r drawn towards
the gifts, and alignment was dwelt on the assertion that gifts are just as a form
of gratitude to the family of the bride, with comptomise of comparison that
the bride may also give gifts to the groom's fami ly. The cor of such gifts in
Africa is the transfer of wealth to the bride's fam ily, meaning that one has given
wealth in exchange of the wealth transferred to the bride's fa ily. The practice
of dowty in Africa perspective and in contrast with what the justices were
saying is controversial. This is because dowty does not exist in Africa . If there
is anything that can best describe dowty in Africa, is scarcity. Simply put, there
is no practice of dowty in Africa. What is practiced is bride price. Unworthy
to state the judgment puts forth that:

"... the practice arises out o/the value society attaches to virginity as the
fountain o/Iife that is valued as the proper form for any marriageable
woman to be in. ,~o
The judges do not seem to even recognize that virginity is currently a hard
gift to find, unlike as was in the past. Today technology has taken over, and
indiscriminate access to the internet has rwisted the minds of [he young people
roday. Continual viewing of pornography has resulted in add ictions that have
created an explorative urge in roday's young women and me that they have
rampantly embarked upon, putting what is seen on the electronic media into
practice. Virginity is not an issue for the majority anymore.
The reasoning of the judges in the circumstances is sexist, as they dwell on
only the woman. It is as such a ground of discrimination and the aggravation
of disparities created berween men and women. They do not consider the
value of virginity in men. There is no law that says that women should be
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found virgins ar the rime of intending (0 marry, and neirher is rhere any law
rhar provides rhar men should nor be found (0 be virgins ar the rime of rheir
intentions (0 marry. Ir follows rhar if rhere was any cus(Om or pracrice rhar
required all women or men (0 be virgins ar rhe rime of entering into marriage,
rhat cus(Om or practice has been overtaken by events. Human righrs are now
internarionally recognized and everyone should enjoy rheir righrs to the fullest.
Domestic jurisdictions have indeed outlawed all cus(Oms or cultural practices
rhar are contrary (0 rheir supreme laws, the Consritutions or practices that
violare human rights.

HISTORIC CONSTRUCTS OF BRIDE PRICE IN UGANDA
Bride price dates back (0 the his(Ory of the African socieries. Dowry, as noted
by the jusrices of rhe courr in rhe MIFUMI case, runs through traditions of
the sociery, and with the coming of colonialisrs, irs manifesrarions were carried
further, and rhe colonial eras did nor do much about changing the pracrice.
Payment of bride price has indeed over the years been regarded as forming
sufficient evidence for validiry of a marriage. In rhe case of Florence Kentungo
v. Yolamu Katuramu, Mukanza J held thar:

"There was credible evidence that bride price was paid. The plaintiff
was therefore the widow ofthe deceased; their marriage was found to
be valid because of bride wealth having been given. ' 51
In contrast, where one had intercourse with a woman, he had nor paid bride
price; such a man was fined for the act. However, mere payment of a fine did
nor consritute a valid marriage as was held in Mpirirwe v. Oliver Ninsabimaana. 52
The inference drawn from rhe above is rhar cerrain sreps or measures had
(0 be taken in order for a marriage ro be regarded as valid. Bur, the big
quesrion is whar rhe sratus of women was rhen, regarding bride price' Ir
brought a misconception of rhe true status of women in sociery. In R v.
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HC CS No. Mka 5 of 1990 (arising from Administration Cause No. MKN41BIB9 at
Kabale. Tsekoko J. (as he then was).
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Amkeyo, marriage of the Aftican natives was described as wife purchase'3
This position , however, changed by virtue of the case f Alai v. Uganda
whete the court held that:

".. . any married woman in s. J50 A Penal Code means any woman
who is married to any man irrespective ofthe form ofsuch marriage;
provided that such marriage has been conducted in oneof the forms
recognized by the people of Uganda, including marriages according
to the custom ofthe people. '54
The absurdiry is that, today, the ruling in the case of Amkeyo continues to
survive amongst the Ugandan people. A friend from one of the tribes in Uganda
that practice the custom of bride price had this to say:

'1n our district, KAbale amongst us the Bakiga in the western.part
of Uganda, bride price is called 'emihingiro. ' It is usually used
interchangeably to mean either dowry or bride price. However, where
it is used to mean bride price, the fother of the bride usually decides
on what the fomily of the groom is to bring to their fomily, and his
decision is not subject to discussion but only to abide by. The groom
thus on delivering what has been asked of can take the bride. It is
therefore just like the equivalent ofnegotiation for chattels in a market
place, but usually the bride's fomily gives certain properties to the two
partners for which they use during their marriage time. '~s
In the true essence, bride price is wife purchase, a practice that reduces women
to assets that can be traded off by theit families . Despite this fact, it is usually
disregarded, and the majority hide under the blanket that bride price is voluntary
as opposed to fotced delivery of specifically desired ptoperties or monies from
the groom's family. The lessons that can be drawn from the above and the
interviewee's statement is that women still remain at threat of being reduced
to mere assets, as opposed to upholding their dignity and being accorded equal
status with theit male counterpart. This continues in society today, al though
53
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people tend to ignore the fact that this practice has continually degraded the
status of women in society. The poisoning agent of this whole phenomenon
is that the payment of bride price is often treated as mere voluntary contracts
entered into by intending marriage parties. The effects of the practice are real,
as it dehumanizes the woman in a marriage, portrays her as a chattel that can
be sold in the market, and subjects her to potential humiliation, cruelty, torture
and degrading treatment in contravention of articles 24, \0 31(l)and 32(2)
of the Constitution of Uganda. It is also true that in the wider society where
the woman is not given an equal opportunity with the man ro enjoy the right
ro education, the woman ends up being subjected ro slavery and servitude, as
it is made impossible for her to move out of an abusive marriage after it has
irretrievably broken down. This is because the bride price is usually used up
by this time by her parents or btothers, so that there is no means of recovery
and there are no economic means that can be used ro buy what was given and
ro return the same. The woman at this point suffers for what the f.uher and
the brothers enjoyed. This is in contravention of articles 25 and 44(b) of the
Constitution of Uganda.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE CONSTITUTIONAL
PROTECTION OF WOMEN'S RIGHTS IN UGANDA
One of the key developments in this area is seen from the case of Julius
Rwabinumi v. Hope Bahimbisokwe Rwabinumi where the court fundamentally
labored to balance the equality of human rights for both men and women.'6

This caserecognizes equality between men and women in a home and attempts
to strike a balance between men and women when in a marriage relationship."
Such is the jurisprudence I would go with. It is also the jurisprudence that
everyone who champions for equality of rights between men and women
would go with. The dissenting judge in the MIFUMI case had a mind similar
S6

Court of Appeal C ivil Appeal No. 30 of 2007 this particular arti culation of equality was
also maintained in Julius Rwabinumi v. Hope Bahirnbisokwe Rwabinumi, Supreme Court
Civil Appeal No. 10 of 2009.

S7 Id.
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mine, though with some striki ng differences. For this cause, I state some

of the rulings of the dissenting judge: The woman will tend to stay in an
abusive marri age for fear that if she leaves, she will be condemned by her
relatives, as they have no money or cows

to

refund the bride price.;8 Women

stay in abusive marriages even when they are battered and tortured , and some
are killed by their husbands in the process. ;9 Women ca be exploited for
decades, afrer which their husbands divorce them merely because they want
recover bride price and marry younger women. GO The woman is chased
from her home and children when she can no longer get married and has
to

nowhere

to

go. For the service she has rendered to her husband for so long,

she leaves with nothing. 6' In many cultures, the husband ca still get back the
bride price even when he was the one res ponsible for the reakdown of the
marriage. T his encourages some men ro marry and divorce indiscriminately,
which leaves a lot of desperate and helpless women in sociery which provides
a breeding ground for prostitution. 62
I entirely agreed with the judge's opinion on the need for not only striking a
balance, but attaining equaliry for both men and women. A criticism of his
judgment is, however, in relation

to

the fact that the Judge states that he is in

support of the emerging practice where before, during or afrer the wedding of
couples, the groom with the help of parents, relatives and friends gives to the
parents of the bride whatever ex-gratia payment (Kasiimo) they may wish to
give to thank them as appreciation for bringing up his bride. It is voluntary, it
is not demanded, there is no haggling, it does not humiliate the bride, and it is
never refunded when the marriage breaks down. 6' I disagree with this because
it is not balanced. Why appreciate the family of the bride and not that of the
58
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groom? The question springs from that fact that both families labor to bring
up their children, whether male or female.
The two intending partners have had economic impacts on their families.
Sometimes, what has been spent on the man in the process of raising him
is more, and the reverse may be true, also. To only restrict appreciation
to the family of the bride during the process of entering into a marriage
relationship is to put the woman at a lower status than the man. It connotes
that the man is now supreme over the woman. Be it that appreciation is
ideal, it should be done to both families in reciprocation by both intending
partners. Until this balance is attained , shall we then say that the intended
goal of bride price is to extend appreciation to the family of the woman?
The family of the man should also be appreciated for raising the man. Till
then, Society shall be seen to strive for a society equal in rights of all persons,
irrespective of sex.
In my considered analysis of the judgment in the MIFUMI case, it is my view
that the dissenting judgment should have actually been the majority judgment
of the court, as it articulately considers what should have actually been the
ruling on the issues presented to the court.

RECOMMENDATIONS
As to the definitions of 'dowty' and 'bride price,' there is the need to preserve
words in their natural meaning, so that they are given the contextual meaning
and frame . Rigidity of definitions is probably preferable in the circumstances, as
opposed to liberal response to interchangeable use of words or their definitions. I
think, there should be firmness in the use of each word to mean what it intends
to mean. Despite the distinction in the definitions, however, the terms should
never be used to limit enjoyment of human rights by all persons, and never
should they form a basis for discrimination.
For customaty practices that are accepted in society - such as bride price - to be
of value, there should be equality in practice for both men and women. Where
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bride price is paid, then there should be a reciprocal arrangement fo r dowry.
This will dictate eq uality, and there will be no basis for holding the woman
captive on grounds of having paid bride price.
There should be no such thing as refund of bride price or dowry. The laws
should be redrafted to include all forms of equality between men and women.
T his will bridge the gap that exists between man and wo man on the basis
of sex.
Justice for all should be held paramount for all persons, irrespective of sex. fu
such, all customary and cultural practices that are contrary to the laws/principles
for human rights in the different jurisdictions should be declared null and void,
with a corresponding brand being attached that they are inconsistent with the
constitution and, therefore, 'unconstitutional!'

Lawyers and litigants should keep up the spirit of advocat ing for the rights of
all the aggrieved parties who are not in a position to purme litigatio n on an
individual basis for lack of funding. Public interest litigation should feature more
often in our courts if the struggle for human rights is ro temain continuous,
so that fruits will start to yield for all persons.
There is an urgent need for renewal of governments' comm itment ro initiate
stro ng efforts that are aimed at reformation of cultural I raditions like bride
price and dowry. This will improve the attitude of men and the general society
towards women. In the absence of the aforementioned, bride price and dowryrelated violence will continue. Perpetration of human rights violations is
what will result - a combination of acts that are not welcome in ptogressively
developing societies.
There is also the need to fundamentally change the attitudes of women towards
marriage when it comes to all the related customs and practices. The attitude
of men also needs to be changed, so that they accord women the respect they
deserve as opposed to regarding them as property. This can be further attained
thtough actual implementation of legislation that outlaws old practices that
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are regarded ancient and archaic. For instance, in India, one of the reasons for
dowry violence is that while the custom of dowry was outlawed, the attitudes
of women towards the practice of paying dowry remain unchanged. As such,
there is no option but having the custom continue thtoughout the COUntry. In
these circumstances, the women of India, therefore, have only one option - to
change their attitude.
Enforcement of human rights thrives in well-established judicial systems that
are supported by effective investigative mechanisms of the police force in the
different jurisdictions. There is, therefore, need for vigilance in reporting all
cases of human rights violations to police. The police in turn needs to be
empowered to carry out its investigati ons in a fast and professional manner,
so that those responsible for violation of other people's rights are brought
to book.
The world today has been embedded with the evil of cortuption, and it has
increasingly affected the operation of the justice systems. Most of the offences,
including those related to domestic violence , reported to police are usually
compromised by corruption tendencies, usually by the perpetrators of crime.
Most of the crimes usually go unpunished and impuniry thrives. As such, there
is need to strictly deal with corruption in the law enforcement agencies. This
will bridge the gap of inequaliry between men and women, since it will serve
to ensure that justice is done.

CONCLUSION
Women in all respects are equal to men, and men in all respects are equal
to women . As such, there is no basis for any discriminatory practices. All
practices must be carried out and enjoyed in the equivalence of justice and
good conscience for all persons. Sex, religion, creed, political affiliation and
other form s of discrimination should not even 'be at the tips of fingers' of any
responsible and sensible Ugandan or of internationalists who are inspired by
the value of human rights and the need to enforce the same. Activism should
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never be used to undermine people's customs and practices so long as they do
nOt violate the modern principles of human tights. Customs, as such, playa
fundamental role in progressive construction of society and at times determine
the morality of society. However, never at any time should customary and
cultural practices be used to perpetrate discrimination and hu man rights
violations.
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